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I. Cloze Test (10%) 
The following passage contains five missing words or phrases.  Beneath the passage, you will see five 
items, each with four choices, marked A, B, C, and D.  You are to choose the best answer for each missing 
word or phrase in this passage. 
 
The world’s bears are ___1___ siege. Their most serious threat comes from demand for gallbladders and 
paws in Asia, which ___2___ a merciless slaughter in every corner of the world. Bear paws are a ___3___ 
delicacy, and gallbladders ___4___ into powder are used in traditional Chinese medicine. Both ___5___ 
extreme prices. Then there are hunters, who in their eagerness for a trophy even shoot sleeping mothers 
hibernating in their winter dens. 
 
1. (A) over  (B) under  (C) in  (D) on 
2. (A) slackens  (B) thwarts  (C) fuels  (D) enables 
3. (A) sought after  (B) long overdue  (C) widely acclaimed  (D) awe inspiring  
4. (A) turned  (B) pressed  (C) crushed  (D) ground 
5. (A) fetch  (B) fix  (C) raise  (D) hike   
 
II. Translation (20%) 
1. 「多麼美好的夢，卻又是多麼淒涼的美好。淒涼到我必須抑制不讓自己去讚頌那美好。」─楊照

《大愛》(10%) 
2.  「有人說，有些勝利者，願意敵手如虎，如鷹，他才感得勝利的歡喜；假使如羊，如小雞，他便

反覺得勝利的無聊。」─魯迅〈阿 Q 正傳〉（10％） 
 
III. Essay Writing (20%) 
“Modernism is a response to two social changes in the nineteenth century, one on the level of sense 
perception of the social environment, the other of consciousness about the self. In the everyday world of 
sense impressions, there was a disorientation of the sense of space and time, derived from the new awareness 
of motion and speed, light, and sound that came from the revolution in communication and transport. The 
crisis in self-consciousness arose from the loss of religious certitude, of belief in an afterlife, in heaven or 
hell, and from the new consciousness of an immutable boundary beyond life and the nothingness of death.” 
Write an essay of about 500 words to comment on the above passage, which is quoted from a seminal article 
written by a staunch detractor of modernism, Daniel Bell. 
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I. Verbal Ability: Sentences (1 point each = 15%) 
Select the best word or words to fill in each blank, and then cross out that letter on your answer sheet. 
  
1. Photography changed dramatically __________ introduced instant pictures.  
 (A) when Polaroid (B) Polaroid  (C) when was  (D) it when Polaroid 
2. Jerry Cimarosti often spends his evenings __________ upside-down from the ceiling in his room.  
 (A) which hanging  (B) that are  (C) hanging  (D) hang 
3. ____________ sharks, whales and dolphins are warm blooded mammals.  
 (A) Unlike (B) Not likeness to  (C) Alike  (D) Dislike 
4. Henry can drink __________ four pints of beer in one sitting.  
 (A) mostly  (B) as much as  (C) so much that  (D) their 
5. The closer we ________ to our trip to Boston the more excited my students become.  
 (A) are  (B) have  (C) go  (D) it has 
6.   __________ the end of the whaling industry came hard times for seaports like Nantucket.  
 (A) Was it  (B) This  (C) Moreover  (D) With 
7.  __________ in 2002, the DaZhi Bridge spans the Keelung and is one of many new era projects.  
 (A) Completes  (B) Completed  (C) Completing  (D) Complete 
8. A cold wind _____ for the last three days. 

(A) blew (B) blows (C) is blowing (D) has been blowing 
9. The Copperhead is a venomous serpent, and _______ bite has proved dangerous to hikers and joggers.  
 (A) who  (B) whom  (C) its  (D) whose 
10. The Boston Marathon ________ every April on Patriot's Day to commemorate the Battle of Lexington.  
 (A) ran  (B) is run  (C) run  (D) running 
11. With the publishing of Thoreau's On Walden Pond ___________ of the wonder of Nature.  
 (A) his appreciation  (B) came a new appreciation  (C) appreciated  (D) the author appreciated 
12. __________ Boston Harbor now, with its dolphins and seals, you would find it hard to believe how 

polluted it was just a few years ago.  
 (A) Seen  (B) It sees  (C) Is seeing  (D) Seeing 
13. _____ his illness, John continued to play rugby. 

(A) Despite  (B) Although  (C) Even though (D) Regardless
14. _______ the Depression, individual stock ownership was common in the United States. 
 (A) It was during (B) By the time of (C) Because (D) When 
15. If he _____ to help us, we could not have finished the work in time. 

(A) had refused  (B) has refused  (C) wouldn't have refused  (D) were refusing 
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II. Verbal Ability: Article (1 point each = 10%) 
Select the best word or words to fill in each blank, and then cross out that letter on your answer sheet. 
 

Low levels of literacy have a damaging impact ___16___ almost every aspect of adult 

___17___, according to a survey published yesterday, which offers evidence of a 

developing underclass.Tests and interviews with hundreds of people born in a ___18___ 

week in 1958 graphically illustrated the handicap of educational underachievement. The 

effects ___19___ seen in unemployment, family breakdown, low incomes, depression and 

social inactivity. Those who ___20___ school at 16 with poor basic skills had been 

employed for ___21___ to four years less than good readers ___22___ the time they 

reached 37. Professor John Bynner, of City University, who carried out the ___23___, said 

that today's unqualified teenagers would ___24___ even greater problems because the 

supply of manual jobs has ___25___.  

 
16. (A) on (B) at (C) by (D) with 
17. (A) careers (B) engagement (C) consciousness (D) life 
18. (A) busy (B) single (C) conspicuous (D) fateful 
19. (A) can’t be (B) are (C) had been (D) used to be 
20. (A) began (B) left (C) attempted (D) extended 
21. (A) up (B) around (C) among (D) next 
22. (A) when (B) by (C) from (D) at 
23. (A) investigation (B) proposal (C) strategy (D) inquest 
24. (A) encounter (B) engender (C) release (D) create 
25. (A) declined (B) risen (C) skyrocketed (D) departed 
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III. Summary (10%) 
Using your own words, summarize this article about John Rushkin in 50 words or less.  
 

The English critic and social theorist John Ruskin (1819-1900) more than any other 
man shaped the esthetic values and tastes of Victorian England. His writings combine 
enormous sensitivity and human compassion with a burning zeal for moral value. His 
principal insight was that art is an expression of the values of a society. Though he 
sometimes applied this insight in a narrow--even a bigoted--way, it nevertheless gave 
him an almost messianic sense of the significance of art to the spiritual wellbeing of a 
nation. Ruskin awakened an age of rapid change, uncertain taste, and frequently 
shoddy workmanship to the meaning of art. But because art was for Ruskin the 
evidence of society's underlying state of being, he gradually turned his attention, with a 
reformer's zeal, more and more from art to the transformation of society itself. Though 
his prose tracts were much abused, they were important and influential contributions to 
radical criticism of the dominant social and political philosophy of the age. Ruskin's art 
criticism found the most likely focus to interest a people whose leading concerns were 
more moral than esthetic. 

 
 
 
IV. Composition (15%)  
Compose a well organized response (200-300 words) with appropriate details to this position: True 
appreciation of great literature is an under taught subject in our public schools. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 


